Turfcare Equipment Ltd

The choice of champions

MO Bacter and Bio-Lime

two organic fertilisers
		 for a beautiful lawn
• Unique slow release fertilisers which feed your
lawn for over three months
• Both act to destroy moss by secondary action
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• Both remove the need for raking out dead
material after use
• See overleaf for more information on how to
have a beautiful lawn without the backache
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Bio-Lime

MO Bacter

...for lawns with a low pH

...for lawns with moss infestation

As your lawn grows it takes up nutrients from
the soil. A natural process which normally
leads to a reduction in pH, i.e. the soil
becomes more acid. At the same time rain,
which usually contains acid (acid rain), falls
on the lawn increasing its acidity and washes
out the lime. As a lawn becomes more acidic
it creates an unhealthy environment for grass.
The soil locks up nutrients and tends to become
stagnant and sour. No matter how much
fertiliser and irrigation you apply, your lawn
will not respond. Unfortunately this is just the
right environment for moss to thrive. So it is
no wonder that many of our lawns suffer from
moss invasion. Bio-Lime is the ideal Spring
or Autumn fertiliser for combating a low Ph.
It sweetens the soil making it less acid and
encourages healthy strong grass growth. BioLime also contains healthy bacteria which eats
thatch and dead moss eliminating the need to
rake or scarify. Finally, it contains magnesium
which creates a green healthy sward and helps
maintain it throughout the winter months.

MO Bacter is an organic fertiliser which
releases its nutrients evenly over a twelve week
period. Its effective ingredients are nitrogen,
phosphate and potash 5.5.20 plus a bacteria
(bacillus sp) which is found naturally in the
soil but when added to fertiliser it consumes
dead material like thatch and moss making
it unnecessary for raking or scarification after
treatment. The high potash content in MO
Bacter destroys moss through secondary action.
The moss over-feeds on the potash which then
destroys the whole plant over a three to four
week period. Unlike other fertilisers MO Bacter
will not stain paths, patios or stonework. Being
organic it is not harmful to animals or children.
MO Bacter is best used in the spring, or early
summer, to eliminate moss and late summer or
early autumn to stifle its winter development.
MO Bacter is at its most effective when the
ground temperature is 10ºC or more.
MO Bacter comes in 20kg bags (granular
form) which covers 200 sq. mtrs.

Bio-Lime comes in 20kg bags (granular form)
which covers 200 sq.mtrs.

Refreshingly beautiful lawns without the backache
In line with our commitment to the environment
this leaflet is printed on 75% recycled paper.

